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Are you in control over your own life?
Not exactly, if you are watching newscasts and other
type of media broadcasts on TV. Why?
In this book, I am going to share some evidence of mind
control propaganda exercised over the public brought by
media, education, corporations and governments.
It is all happening below our radar, living lives in a quiet
desperation.
Learn how media controls the public by carefully
engineering programs, advertisements, and campaigns
on TV for personal gains and other means.
They re-program your mind for the sake to keep you in control and exercise certain
power over you.
Grab this book on your Kindle device now and learn more about the most corrupted
propaganda campaigns today!
You"ll at least have a second thought before watching the news on TV.
Grab your copy now!

Do you want to download or read a book? - Going on a cruise is a very exciting time. A
cruise is filled with fun recreational activities, great dining, a wide variety of quality
entertainment, and much more. Because going a cruise means being on the water far
away from the stores on land, there are a number of essential items that one should bring.

1. Clothing: When selecting the clothing you will take, you have to consider what ports
you will be visiting. Warm climates will require light clothing, shorts, bathing suits...etc.
If you are going to colder climates such as Alaska, bring warm clothing, coats, gloves,
hats...etc. If you will be attending formal dinners, make sure you bring the appropriate
attire that fits the occasion.2. Health Items: When going on a cruise, there will be a
variety of different foods and beverages that may result in an upset stomach. You also
may get sea sick, headaches, or minor scrapes. One should bring a medical kit that
includes an antacid, aspirin, band-aids, and antibiotic ointment. 3. Useful Items: A few
items that you may require include: hair dryer, alarm clock, books for late night reading,
sunscreen, sunglasses, flashlight with batteries, and a note pad and pen to make notes
about what activities you want to take part in. You will also want to bring binoculars to
look out over the ocean and perhaps see dolphins, whales, exotic birds...etc. Don't forget
prescription glasses and your contact lenses and spares. Walkie-Talkies are great a
method of keeping in contact with one another on the ship. 4. Cameras: If you want to
have a keepsake from your cruise, bring a camera or video camera. You can even
purchase underwater cameras for swimming when you are in a port. 5. Electronics: When
bringing an MP3 player, compact CD player, laptop, or PDA, make sure you have
batteries. As well, don't forget your cell phone and charger. 6. Important Documents:
Necessary documents that you will need include: passport, I.D., cruise tickets, maps,
guide books, and traveler's checks. You can also bring language translator if you are gong
into a country where English is rarely spoken. 7. Medical: it is important to make sure
you bring any identification that indicates that you have a medical condition (medical
bracelet.) As well, bring any important medications that you require on a daily basis.
Keep a list of medications with you in case of an emergency. Tell the cruise medical staff
if you have a condition that they should be aware of such as epilepsy. Also, if you are
allergic to foods or medications, make sure you inform the medical staff. Bring a list of
emergency phone numbers. 8. Traveler's Bag: Assemble a travel carry bag with all of the
important items that you should keep with you at all times. (Travelers checks, wallet.etc.)
Watch out for people who pick pocket by keeping your items secure when you are on the
ship and out in the ports. The best method of ensuring that you bring all the essentials on
the cruise is to make a list. This will make packing much easier, and when you are
heading out to sea on your luxurious vacation cruise, you will be relaxed knowing you
have everything you need. - Read a book or download
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kaufen? - As children we have always been told "eat your greens", but now the world's
top nutritionists are saying "eat your purples". Purple food is the newest craze in health
and nutrition. Many of the top superfoods out there today are purple skin fruits and
berries. Acai, blackcurrant, maqui berry, muscadine grape, blueberry, and blackberry all
have a beautiful blackish purple skin. These superfruits contain some of the highest levels
of antioxidants and polyphenols of all the superfoods out there.But what is it about purple
food that is so special, you ask? Some common compounds found in purple food like
Acai include flavonoids, anthocyanins, and resveratrol. Flavonoids prevent cancer and
strengthen blood vessels, preventing cardiovascular disease. Anthocyanins are a type of
phytochemical which, aside from preventing oxidative damage by free radicals, are antiinflammatory and great for eyesight and the nervous system. They have been linked to
improving memory and preventing aging. Resveratrol is a powerful anti-aging compound
that is also used in weight loss and beauty supplements. Acai is rich in all of these
substances and boasts some of the highest nutrient levels in the world. The link with
many of the purple foods is that they contain a large variety of nutrients which are hard to
come by in your daily diet. Consuming them could be like packing in a whole day's worth
of antioxidants, vitamins, and minerals into a few small berries. The purplest of all the
purple foods are probably acai and blackcurrants. Almost all purple fruits and purple
berries are healthy, though. Plants adapted colorful fruits and vegetables as a means to
attract animals to eat them and spread their seeds. Animals also evolved to be attracted to
more colorful fruits, as this signifies their high nutrient value. Acai berry and other purple
fruits use this adaptation to the max. They are colorful, incredibly nutritious, and usually
taste great. However, be warned...Purple Skittles and Grape Lollipops do not make the
healthy purple list! Stick with raw food, natural supplement, or dried fruit sources. Each
form has different benefits. Fresh raw foods of course are optimal and often carry the
highest bioavailability of nutrients. Dried is convenient and a tasty addition to baked
goods or as a snack. Supplements are great in that they often isolate the nutritious
compounds found in the superfruits for concentrated health benefits. Acai is readily
available in supplement form, which maximizes its efficiency for weightloss, anti-aging,
and beauty. Whatever way you enjoy your purple fruit, remember, purple is the new
green when it comes to health and nutrition! -Download quickly, without registration

